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“Wowzer! This is Inspector Gadget Speaking. This book is about Charge Syndrome. Let’s go go Gadget and get going! Why are we going to all these places you might ask? Because I want to tell people about Charge Syndrome.
Bloomfield Hills High School.

Inspector gadget went to the gym at the High School. He saw a boy. The boy’s name is William. He wants to do the same things as the other kids. Inspector Gadget explained what someone with Charge can do in the gym. If the other kids are playing a fast, rough game what would William do? William could go in the hall and practice push ups on the wall, do crunches or walk up the stairs.
East Hills
Inspector Gadget will go to Ms. Avery’s class. He will talk to the kids about Charge. He will say they are deaf and blind. Some kids have problems with their balance.
Eastover

Inspector Gadget will go to Eastover Elementary school. He will talk to the Kindergarteners about how Charge affects kids in their grade. The children will ask what is Charge? Inspector Gadget will tell them people with Charge can't see or hear well. They have problems with their balance. Some kids can't eat and need a feeding tube.
Bloomfield Township Public Library.

Inspector Gadget will talk to with the librarian. He will meet her downstairs in one of the meeting rooms. You have to be quiet in the library. The librarian will learn that kids with Charge have vision problems. Some are blind. They want braille book. Some kids want books with large print.
Golf course

There is a girl with Charge that wants to golf. Inspector Gadget will talk to the head man about the girl. The head man doesn’t know what Charge is so Gadget will explain. The girl can’t see well. She can’t hear. She uses a cane but she really wants to golf. The man will help the girl.
The Dentist

Inspector Gadget will visit the Dentist. It is important to brush your teeth! The dentist will want to know what is Charge syndrome. Some kids with Charge are deaf. The dentist should use sign language. If the dentist doesn’t know how to sign, he can get an interpreter.
The Hospital

Inspector Gadget goes to the hospital. He will talk to the surgeons. Sometimes kids with Charge need surgery. The surgeon will tell the kids not to be afraid. The surgeon will show Inspector Gadget the tools and things that he uses during surgery. He will let Inspector Gadget touch the tools.
Scamp

Inspector Gadget went to visit Scamp. Scamp is a special summer camp for kids with charge and other problems in their bodies.
SUMMER Fun!
Inspector Gadget went to the police station. He met the police chief. Some police officers use special dogs to help them do their work. Some kids are blind and use guide dogs. Guide dogs help to go places independently.
“Wowzer! Inspector Gadget here again. Thank you for joining me. I hope you learned something about Charge Syndrome.”

Inspector Gadget and I enjoyed teaching you about Charge Syndrome. I hope want to learn more. You can contact the Charge Syndrome Foundation.